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Written for Java™ developers of varying skill and familiarity with the open source NetBeans™ IDE as well as Java IDEs in general, Pro NetBeans™ IDE 5.5 Enterprise Edition focuses on using NetBeans IDE as a professional Java EE 5 software development platform.
Experienced author Adam Myatt provides a comprehensive guide to mapping out the functionality of NetBeans IDE and its enterprise add-ons: Enterprise Pack and Visual Web Pack. Coverage of such diverse topics as web applications, web services, and UML modeling, along with real-life case studies and clear, topical information, all combine to offer everything you need to get started with the NetBeans IDE 5.5 Enterprise Edition platform. 

So whether you're an experienced IDE user or a Java developer who works only with Emacs, you'll find what you need in this book to get started with the more vibrant, more productive extensible NetBeans platform project found on netbeans.org.

About the Author

   Adam Myatt currently works as a project leader and systems analyst for GE Global Research, the worldwide R&D headquarters of General Electric located in Niskayuna, New York. Adam is an experienced Java developer holding the Sun Microsystems Certified Java Programmer certification. His work entails leading globally developed Java software and web applications through a rigorous software development lifecycle process. He is an active participant in a local Java users group and is an avid enthusiast of open source software. He has also worked for several area software firms prior to joining General Electric. Adam is a graduate of the computer science department at the State University of New York College at Potsdam.
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Marketing Management: Millennium Edition (10th Edition)Prentice Hall, 1999
This world-wide best-selling book highlights the most recent trends and developments in global marketing—with an emphasis on the importance of teamwork between marketing and all the other functions of the business. It introduces new perspectives in successful strategic market planning, and presents additional company examples of creative,...
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Europe For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	For Dummies Travel guides are the ultimate user-friendly trip planners, combining the broad appeal and time-tested features of the For Dummies series with up-to-the-minute advice and information from the experts at Frommer's.

	
		Small trim size for use on-the-go
	
		Focused coverage of only the best hotels and...
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Automata, Languages and Programming: 38th International Colloquium, ICALP 2011, Zurich, SwitzerlandSpringer, 2011

	ICALP 2011, the 38th edition of the International Colloquium on Automata,
	Languages and Programming, was held in Z¨urich, Switzerland, during July
	4–8, 2011. ICALP is a series of annual conferences of the European Association
	for Theoretical Computer Science (EATCS) which first took place in 1972. This
	year, the ICALP...
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MATLAB: An Introduction with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	More college students use Amos Gilat’s MATLAB: An Introduction with Applications than any other MATLAB textbook. This concise book is known for its just-in-time learning approach that gives students information when they need it. The new edition gradually presents the latest MATLAB functionality in detail....
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Maya Character Creation: Modeling and Animation Controls, First EditionNew Riders Publishing, 2003
A unique, in-depth approach to creating realistic characters in  Maya. Maya Character Creation: Modeling and Animation  Controls' author, Chris Maraffi, has expertise in the field and in the  classroom that translates to the knowledge and solid teaching skills needed to  make this book a...
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Sugar-free diet Cookbook: 250 delicious recipes for an easy start into a sugar-free life. Including tips and tricks for a life without sugarIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	
		Sugar-free diet

	
		This book will give you an overview about the negative effects of consuming too much sugar into our body. In addition, it also introduces important sugar alternatives to you. Above all, it gives you valuable tips on how to switch to a sugar-free diet in daily life. Whatsounds like a lot of effort at...
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